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When our bodies begin to feel stiff, sore, or tired, we frequently say that we're "getting old." But
is that basically the problem? Building on the work of Moshe Feldenkrais, Hanna's practical plan
for your brain and body proves once and for all that problems you've generally regarded as the
symptoms of age--stiffness, bad back, chronic pain, fatigue, and, at times, even high blood
pressure--need never occur if you maintain conscious control of your nerves and muscle
tissue.In this groundbreaking function, Thomas Hanna implies that much of the physical decline
connected with aging isn't inevitable but avoidable.Practical and easy to use, Somatics is the
important guide to reversing the physical effects of aging--or staving them off before they
sometimes begin. With just a five-minute routine once a day, you can keep up with the pleasures
of a limber, healthy body indefinitely and escape the confines of age or injury. He displays how
the body can change a habitual actions into an involuntary, destructive pattern called sensory-
engine amnesia, and demonstrates a simple but effective method for conquering these
behaviors with sensory-motor awareness.
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And the illustrations in this paperback are low quality. I caused this book for some ... And you
will find opportunities to go more somatically in other activities. His essays are straightforward,
the science behind his approach is practical, and all of the exercises seem secure and well
examined.. Frankly, it really is difficult to understand somatic exercises from a publication
unless you already know what you are really doing. And the illustrations in this paperback are
low quality. Five Stars GREAT book..I highly recommend purchasing the downloadable sound
manuals called "The Cat Stretches" by Hannah's student, Lawrence Gold, to accompany this
reserve.. You won't have to stop constantly to read, which allows you to move through the
lessons faster with greater concentration. Most importantly, the sound lessons establish a highly
effective speed for the exercises. Pacing is paramount to shifting somatically, which is quite
unlike normal stretching or strength training you will get from your own physical therapist.Done
correctly, somatic movement feels like the kind of "stretch" you may do with a great big yawn in
bed when you wake up in the morning. However, while I like learning about the foundations of
the technique, the illustrations using an Ikea doll certainly are a little bit hard to translate to my
body. Equally important is the contracting aspect, through which the human brain (re-)learns
how to exert voluntary control over muscle tissue that may be chronically limited due to stress
or trauma, or weak due to lack of use. That's the gist of it. The cat stretch series developed by
Thomas Hannah will balance the body for better posture and improved walking.We took my
period to work through the lessons (abut 6 months) with the help of Lawrence Gold's audio
training. After following a recorded Myth of Aging (chapter 14) PATIENTLY and DILIGENTLY this
work changed a lot more . For articles, I give Hannah's reserve 5 stars. Once you learn the
essential cat stretch system, you could find more particular exercises to your condition online
from Hannah's students, Lawrence Gold and Martha Peterson, both of whom offer coaching
(though I have done a coaching myself). Follow the publication, and do not regard this work like
normal movement or exercise. Help to make no mistake about any of it. Certain yoga techniques,
like gentle Hatha, are more compatible with the somatics philosophy than others.. You WILL
have to DO the exercises. Nevertheless, a book continues to be a book, with all the difficulties of
having to avoid frequently to read until you know the exercises, and the shortcoming to
articulate pacing in phrases. Peterson has the right videos online to illustrate how this all
functions. She offers a DVD, that could end up being useful in the way I found Gold's audio plan
useful. I don't possess her video. But, for me, I am still partial to audio since it is very relaxing,
and once you get going you won't be viewing a video anyway. I've found very useful tips in
Peterson's publication. Sorry, but We had to return this book, simply because of these little
robot "figures" they use in photos showing a particular exercise. No discomfort way to get
mobility I follow a somatic yoga practice with local instructors who have special trained in that
hybrid strategy. If you are 40 plus years old.. Best source I understand of to learn more can be
Somatics.. Thomas Hanna was a genius. This book changed my entire life. A head damage in
1996 remaining me with some problems that could prevent me from ever again getting as
physical as I once had been. After you work through Thomas Hanna's strategy, or even while you
are functioning through it, you nevertheless still need to build strength.What I found in this
publication allowed me to reach a level of simple movement that I might haven't had since
being truly a "rubber" 12 year old kid. In time I expected to decrease my practice to 15 minutes.
Martha Peterson, who was simply also a student of Hannah, has updated Hannah's Somatics with
much better illustrations... So I am a convert to this approach of self-awareness, mobility and
healing.. Following this, I possibly could even dance once again! Believe supple at seventy. It is
so much easier to accomplish the exercises correctly with a professional speaking you



through..in thirty days you won't ever look back. Brilliant. Most reliable tool I've found for
physical alleviation and personal development. Fantastic book.you should not be without it. He
was a philosopher initial (was even friends with Albert Camus). I do not suggest following videos
on YouTube claiming to be displaying you Hanna's work. Motivated in part by the work of Moshé
Feldenkrais, he developed something truly extraordinary. I very much appreciate that he place
philosophy into useful action. Hanna is responsible for coining the word "somatics" in the
seventies, but it's today being utilized by unrelated modalities in a far more general sense. I've
suffered from back pain since We was a . Now I spend about 30-40 minutes a day time carrying
out somatic exercises. It is brain retraining.. Definitely there exists a "no pain" mentality to this
approach that works. UNDERSTAND THIS Book! Somatics and yoga exercises did cure some
serious shoulder discomfort I was having, that massage and physical therapy didn't.. Hanna and
all who continue his function. There is stretching factor, but not in the common sense of keeping
muscle mass in a lengthened placement (the term "stretch" appears to be an obstacle for the
somatic instructors to the idea they will state "no stretching", which is certainly more confusing
than helpful). I like the Martha Peterson somatics book a bit more for following a illustrations.
Many thanks Thomas Hanna for providing us this gift of a self-healing practice and awareness
building. The exercises in it have transformed my own body! Inactivity combined with the
normal aging procedure had discovered me VERY tight and restricted in my movements. Regular
people, who aren't coping with a very aged trauma response like I am, should be able to work
through the lessons in 8-12 weeks, as recommended.org. Supple at Seventy Requires Moshe
Feldenkrais's teachings and makes them usable. Read this and begin getting rid of those pains
and aches and limitations. When you can commit to a few minutes a day, each day. Good after
first attempt First copy I got had pages missing, however when I got an excellent 1 the book is
great.Yoga offers a dimension to somatics by bringing in the breathing and meditation elements
and also the strength piece. I caused this book for quite a while feeling no results because I had
not been doing the exercises correctly. Changed my life. They don't obtain it. That said, I give
Hannah's reserve a sum of 4 stars because there is an art and cleverness to somatics hard to find
elsewhere, it's very affordable, and quite useful when accompanied by supplementary materials.
Thank You Dr. I have suffered from back discomfort since We was a teen. The exercises referred
to in this book do work! I know of no better function to restore Mobility, Posture, Balance,
Control and COMFORT I found this work in the 5th season after massive spinal injury with
multiple herniated discs. I was lucky to learn Cranio Sacral Therapy and medicines from
additional countries that had provided me flexibility and got me "discomfort free". You may also
develop your very own exercises.FYI.. I remembered what Comfort and ease is!knowing about
them isn't likely to cut it.. This reserve was recommended by those instructors to me. No robots
for me! But, in any case, Hannah or Peterson, a publication acts well as an introduction and
reference, not an effective manual for newbies. It switched me off completely! One Star Didn't
make any sense if you ask me. Life-altering groundbreaking material If you or a loved one are
dealing with chronic pain or health problems.. For usability, however, give it a 3. I was so
impressed with Thomas's wonderfully positive method of dealing with a poor subject such as
pain. The actions are profoundly effective and lovely Five Stars I like the exercises, Text of book
is clear.
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